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Gist
2nd Dec, World’s Computer Literacy Day was launched by Indian Company NIIT to mark its

20th anniversary in 2001, in response to research which suggested that the majority of Computer users

around the world were Men. So, this day is intended to encourage the development of technological

skills particularly among children and women in India.

St. Joseph’s Degree College, Computer Science Department Organized “ZEST 2022” on

World’s Computer Literacy Day to inculcate the technological skills in students as we all know that in

this era the literacy of Computers became a basic need for everyone.

ZEST is the right word chosen to show our passion and enthusiasm to encourage all student in

developing their technological skills on this auspicious occasion of “worlds computer literacy day”.

This day reminds us to contribute our quota towards making computers accessible and easy to

understand for those who are very creative in innovation thoughts.

The Various competitions held at ZEST 2022 are
1. MEMEs creation
2. Bugs In C programming
3. Quiz
4. PPTs

Objectives:
 The basic computer knowledge and its accessibility
 To evaluate the knowledge in C programming which is basic programming language?
 To check their learning key skills according to Job market.
 Spontaneity to present their knowledge using Computers

Program Outcomes:
 Able to understand the basic computer knowledge.
 Usage of technology in an innovative way.
 Flexible usage of computer in presenting knowledge.
 Analyze his standard in computer technology.
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